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Do you have a collection of karaoke CD+G discs or MP3+CDG files stored on your PC (or Mac)? Are you searching for a free CDG Player that will help you to correctly play these songs? KANTO KARAOKE is the best and free CDG Player for PC and Mac (Mojave and Catalina included). Kanto Karaoke is a CD+G player software solution that will help
you to turn your PC into a professional karaoke machines. It supports MP3+G (ZIP too) files as well as play MIDI and MP3 karaoke songs and other formats like MP4, AVI, MKV (video karaoke files). Kanto Karaoke allows you to use a full screen mode or “dual monitor”: you will be able to play karaoke songs and view the lyrics on the big screen of your
TV! How Kanto Karaoke works? Step 1. Download and Install Kanto Karaoke on your PC (Windows 10/8/7/Vista) or Mac (Catalina OSX 10.15 included)
Step 2. Run Kanto Karaoke This is the main screen you will see: Step 3. Open and play the karaoke songs (MP3+G, CDG or CD+G) If you have MP3+CDG files you can play them simply clicking on
QUICK OPEN FILE (in the lower right) and select the CDG file to play. Kanto Karaoke automatically will start playing the cdg file and will show lyrics on the center screen. If you have CD+G disc, you need to do an operation before play the karaoke songs. You have to extract the mp3+cdg files from the CD+G disc. You can do this in simple and fast
way using the CDGRip software or AudioGrabber. Below we will describe how these tools work. #1. How to use CDGRip to extract mp3+cdg files from CDG disk STEP 1. Click Here to download CDGRip. Then install and open the tool. STEP 2. Open CDGRip and it will automatically read the CDG disc (if it is already inserted in the CD player of your
computer).You will see all tracks in the list. STEP 3. Click on TAG ALL button to select all tracks and select the Destination Folder. Then click on GO (green button). It will open a window where you can type a word like “SONG” and finally click OK. The software will begin to rip all mp3+g songs from the disk and saving them to the destination folder
you set before. You have now to wait 4-5 minutes. Once all tracks will be extracted from the CDG disc, you will have two files for each song: a CDG file (Lyrics) and a MP3 file (audio). Click here to download Audiograbber. Below you can see a video tutorial that will show you how rip and extract mp3+cdg files from a CD+G disc: To obtain mp3+cdg
files (and NOT wav+cdg files), you have to download and install the MP3 Plugin for Audiograbber, from this page: After installed the plugin you will be able to rip your CDG disks to mp3+cdg files through Audiograbber software Once all mp3+cdg files will be extracted and saved on yout PC, you will be able to load them on Kanto Karaoke and start
playing (and sing along them!!) That’s all! Karaoke Builder Player 5.0 is a fast, free program for playing your CD+G and MP3+G files. Lyrics are displayed in time with the music, changing colour as the song plays - what you see in Karaoke Builder Player 5.0 is exactly what you'd see if you played the track on a CD+G machine: Play CD+G (.cdg and
.bin files) Play MP3+G (a pair of files - .mp3 + .cdg) Audio+G (.cdg paired with other audio files: .wav, .wma, .ogg, .flac, and many more) Play ZIP files directly (any pair of files stored together in a .zip file) Change the playback speed - slow it down if you're trying to learn a new song, or speed it up a little (or a lot!), just for fun Change the key/pitch - if
your voice doesn't fit the song, make the song fit your voice Volume and balance controls Easy to adjust settings - use the mouse wheel or a separate options window Jump 10 or 60 seconds forward or back - skip intros or instrumental sections, or just quickly jump through the track Track slider for the ultimate playback control - jump anywhere in the
track, instantly, or scroll through the whole track in seconds Totally resizeable 'stretchy' window Full screen mode, or use 5 standard preset windows for 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x play All CD+G functions are supported, including colour fading and scrolling - exactly what you'd see if you played your track on a karaoke CD+G machine Copy still images from
your CD+G tracks - quick and easy screen grabs Double-click on a track in Windows Explorer to play it immediately Drag-and-drop files (including ZIP files) onto the window for instant playback One-key shortcuts for every option, or click with the mouse if you prefer Easy to install, easy to use, and totally free of charge Karaoke Builder Player 5.0 is
built into Karaoke Builder Studio and replaces all previous versions of our CD+G Player. Naturally, because it's free software you can install it on its own, to easily play your CD+G and MP3+G files. Home / MP3+G Karaoke Player To play your MP3+G files on your windows computer you will need Karaoke player software. You can download free
player software from a number of places. We use and recommend Karaoke Builder. CDG is an audio format that is the abbreviation of Compact Disc Plus Graphics. This format contains an image with a low resolution having an attached audio file. The image in CDG always has low resolution and used to show lyrics and graphics for working with
Karaoke programs. Karaoke is a type of interactive entertainment in which beginners or amateur singers sing songs with recorded playback music using a microphone.This playback music could be an instrumental version of a popular song. In Karaoke, the program will show lyrics on the video screen, along with changing colors, moving symbols,
video images to train the singer. Generally, in Asian countries, a Karaoke box is known as KTV. Most of the Karaoke music is present in MIDI format having lyrics on a background video.In the old days, just famous singers could sing any song using a large number of music instruments by spending a large number of amounts. Nowadays, this work is
too much easy. Karaoke instruments have done the job so efficiently. You don’t need to remember the lyrics of any song because you can see the lyrics on the Karaoke program screen.What is CDG Player Software?A large number of programs are present in the market that can run CDG formats efficiently. Most of these programs offer unlimited
features and tools to work with CDG formats. These programs are beneficial for people who want to sing songs without using real instruments. CDG formats in Karaoke music help them to read the lyrics of songs and run the audio track in the background as instrumental music. Playback options of these programs offer quick access and control to
playlists.These programs work with other file formats like KM3, MP3, WMA, and AVI. The user can get information about the chosen songs like author, album, duration, and artist. Some of these programs provide the facility to get music tracks from the online database. He can create a personal playlist and save configurations for later use. These
apps have a preview section to see the lyrics of the song.Best CDG Player Software for Windows, Mac, and LinuxIn this list of programs, you will see the CDG Player applications that are available for famous operating systems like Windows, Mac, and Linux. Free versions of these programs have limited options to control the background music and
sound quality. However, you can get an advantage by using purchased versions of these applications.1. KaraFun PlayerKaraFun Player is a user-friendly Karaoke player for people having a deep interest in music and singing. This music player supports multiple songs, playlists, adjustable tempo, and dual-screen configurations. It provides the option to
organize a karaoke session to boost it up. This program offers the right environment for any party. It has a fresh and modern design for any environment. An upper toolbar of KaraFun Player has some playback options to give fast access and control to playlists.The other part of the interface includes a tree view, a preview section, and a detailed list to
choose better tracks. The rich online content is the key feature of the program having more than 18,000 customized records. It contains different categories to organize these tracks according to any taste and party. This application enables you to select all songs or choose according to the new release, jazz, rock, disco, rock, love song, country, and
world music. The user has the facility to import his songs and make a list according to his choice.However, he doesn’t have the option to customize the songs according to lyrics. You can switch to a dual-screen display for better management of your songs. It will provide a new window having a preview section where you can put a secondary monitor
and work with the main window as the primary window to manage your playlist. KaraFun Player helps you to adjust the Playback from the central window. Besides, you can increase or decrease the key and tempo and change the overall volume.FeaturesDisplay lyrics on multiple monitorsSeveral customization optionsRich library of customized
songsPlayback optionsProsPreview sectionCustomized tracksImport songsSecondary monitorConsDownload: KaraFun Player for Windows2. KaraokeMedia HomeKaraokeMedia Home is a stunning program having unlimited Karaoke options. The straightforward interface of the program facilitates you to choose the directory having the video and audio
files. The software can scan the chosen folder and show the items automatically. The built-in player of KaraokeMedia Home enables you to play, pause or stop the music, adjust the volume, and find a position in the audio or video stream.ALSO READ Best Free Task Scheduler SoftwareSome other exciting features of the program allow the user to
make playlists, use a built-in equalizer, and perform search operations. He can also make a list with favorite music, make file associations, switch to full-screen mode, and get the information about the chosen song like the album, artist, duration, author, or country. You have the choice to embed special effects like laughter or applause, change the
tone of the music, and also add custom tracks.Besides, you have the facility to find online songs present in the database and add them to the cart list. Work with recording operations using a microphone, and set the recording volume with ease. By using screen capture options, get the snap of the only selected region, or complete desktop.
KaraokeMedia Home provides fantastic sound quality and does not disturb the entire process.FeaturesBuilt-in playerAdjust the volumeCapturing optionsCreate playlistsSwitch to full-screen modeProsChange the toneFind online songsView complete informationBuilt-in equalizerConsErrors sometimesTrial versionDownload: KaraokeMedia Home for
Windows3. WalaokeWalaoke is easy to use Karaoke player having the features to use their camera or add background video display. A smooth layout of the program enables you to upload music files having MP3, LRC, KAR, ZIP, or WMA file formats. Besides, you can add the data of the complete folder to the list. This software allows the user to play or
pause the music selection, have some searches, adjust the volume or move to the previous or next song.Plus, he can also make a list of files he wants to play during the Karaoke show. In configuration settings, you can customize the lyrics regarding size and font, choose user-defined colors for the voice of any gender, enable or disable the shadow
effect. It allows you to select the video file to play in the background like MKV, AVI or FLV or switch to full-screen mode. You can also get the default audio track and channel, work with a solid color or keep the aspect ratio. Without specifying any dedicated parameters, rookies can also make the complete process with low effort. The program
performs every task every quickly and does not show an error during the whole process. It is the ideal karaoke player for both beginners and professionals.FeaturesSupport multiple file formatsAdjust the volumeCustomize lyricsPerform searchesProsChoose a male or female voiceKeep the aspect ratioSwitch to full-screen modeConsDownload:
Walaoke for Windows4. VLC Media PlayerVLC Media Player is a practical and powerful media player having fully customizable features. VLC Media Player has a wide reputation in existing industry giants with a lot of options. Because it is a simple music player with powerful tools inside it. It has the most straightforward interface with no shiny
buttons or elements. However, the ‘Options’ menu contains all the features you want to manage your music files.Using this menu, you can change the skin entirely or customize the layout. This program enables you to play both audio and video music files. Working as the playlist editor, it can manage your data quickly. The program allows you to save
the configurations for later use as well as combine both music and movies. You can also choose your favorite available radio stations. This program will take your time and will help you to move through every corner for hidden featuresEach button of the VLC Media Player has new possibilities. A 12-band equalizer is part of this software to adjust
frequency sliders carefully to fine-tune the sound. It provides you the option to work with the available presets. However, it does not allow saving custom configurations. The program includes a large number of categories for motion pictures like Geometry, Colors, Crop, AtmoLight, and many more. Some audio visualization options are part of it and
help the user to move to full screen for a clear view.FeaturesChange the skin completelyCustomize layoutPlaylist editorSave configurationsTune radio stations12-band equalizerProsAdjust frequencySlider adjustmentsUse presetsConsDownload: VLC Media Player for Windows | Mac | Linux5. Karaoke Builder StudioKaraoke Builder Studio is a featurerich program that is useful to create commercial quality MP3+G and CD+G karaoke music tracks. This stunning program includes a slideshow to create the module. The interface of this application is confusing for beginners but is quick to handle after some time. However, it provides some templates for beginners to start their work. Use the file
browser to insert audio files into the workspace.ALSO READ Best Free MessengersKaraoke Builder Studio supports popular formats like WAV, MP3, WMA, AAC, FLAC, and OGG. The program allows you to write lyrics in the main panel directly and load files with the MID, TXT, or KAR format. You can preview the display mode in the main screen with
word splitting and wiping.The program has the option to change the text alignment, edit track settings regarding the artist, title, detail level, comments, intro and outro, and use symbol to split words. Besides, it can also customize styles such as wipe type, shadow, outline, and font. The program provides the option to save projects for further process,
build CUE files, and export lyrics to a simple text document.You can also preview the track with the lyrics on screen, synchronize the lyrics and edit sync points. A slideshow creator is part of it, and you can customize it for alignment, special effects, font, cropping, and color palette. It helps the user to make BIN files from CD+G, and
WAV.FeaturesExtract tracks from BINsPreview the track with lyricsExport lyrics to the simple text documentSave projectsEdit track settingsProsSupports major formatsPreview the display modeWrite lyricsChange text alignmentConsDrag and drop option is not a part of itDownload: Karaoke Builder Studio for Windows6. Winlive FreeWinlive Free is a
program designed to work as a Karaoke player to handle a large number of audio files. The program enables the user to play CD+G, MP3, Kar, and MIDI files and view the lyrics in a large font. Besides, he can make a database to store all your tracks and make their groups by different categories to handle these tracks easily.An easy-to-handle
interface helps you to load different songs and change the rhythm of the tracks. a large number of playback buttons are there to play, stop, pause, and jump to the next music. It includes indicators to elapsed and total time, and a progress bar to get info about running music. You have the chance to adjust the tempo and pitch of the tracks as well as
distort the vocals. This straightforward program has easy to control functions and allows you to control Playback using keyboard buttons and select the song of your choice with the keyboard.Work with a mixer to get full control over songs and choose instruments to enable and disable Playback. You can also adjust mid, high, and low frequencies with
the help of a three-band equalizer. Overall, it is a practical karaoke player to manage songs.FeaturesView lyrics in large fontsCreate a databaseMake categoriesPlayback buttonsIndicatorsProgress barProsAdjust the tempo and pitchControl playback using the keyboardUse a mixerConsDownload: Winlive Free for Windows | Mac OpenKJ Tools includes
all the tools necessary to make Karaoke music. A modern and fresh design of the program contains a clean environment. Unlimited options provide you quick access and control to a playlist. The following capabilities are part of OpenKJ Tools. It has a clean wrapper that facilitates the user to apply ReplayGain changings to your audio collection.Zip
feature of the program enables the user to search any matching pairs of the audio file and create a zip file. Plus, he can delete the original mp3 and cdg files after zipping. For new enhancements, the user can unzip mp3 zip files into different cdg and mp3 files. He can also delete the zip file after decompression.Search for any zip files that do not
having DEFLATE634 compression and decompress it using 7zip and compress it again to standard zip files. It has the fixing compatibility of zip files for older versions of Karaoke programs having zip64 or deflate64 zip compression. OpenKJ Tools enables you to rename zip files to a simple title case format. This program can manage your library’s
capitalization. However, if your library is in good condition, it can make it a mess.FeaturesProsConsUnder constructionNeed some enhancementDownload: OpenKJ Tools for Window | Mac8. KantoPlayerKantoPlayer is a lightweight application that can fulfill your desire to make Karaoke music. It can create your karaoke playlist instantly and save your
time. Easy to understand interface and useful features allows you to start work immediately without any effort. You can add multiple files to make a playlist from the main window and can save these files with names you want.It does not have only audio music rendering capabilities, but it also works with video formats like MKV, MPEG, AVI, and MPG
formats. So you can work with both audio and video files without worrying about compatibility problems. KantoPlayer facilitates the user to adjust the tempo and key of the track using the assigned sliders and manage the sixteen MIDI channels. He can also adapt their values as well as turn the Melody channel off.ALSO READ Best Free Video
Stabilizer Software For WindowsA Recorder component is part of the program enabling you to choose the input and source like microphone. You can set the chorus, input audio volume, and reverb values. An exciting feature ‘MIDI Converter’ is here to convert KAR, MID, or MIDI to MP3 format few mouse clicks. Overall, KantoPlayer is an interesting
program to assist you in designing your Karaoke concerts.FeaturesClean and simple looksAdd multiple filesCreate a playlistRendering capabilitiesProsAdjust key and tempoConfigure channelsRecorderMIDI converterConsThe free version contains limited featuresPricingStandard Version (Personal): $45Professional Version: $69.95Download:
KantoPlayer for Windows | Mac9. Karaoke 5Karaoke 5 is a lightweight and straightforward program that can help you to enjoy your Karaoke concerts with your friends. This exciting Karaoke player supports both audio and video. The Lite Freeware version of the application contains limited features to play music of your choice. All the settings are
present in one window, allowing you to enjoy singing with your friends and make enhancements in your music.The video playback channel is the major part of the interface to show the lyrics of the music. The program enables you to make different playlists and manage them from the primary window. With a few clicks, you can add and remove new
songs from the playlists. However, you can arrange songs from recently added to the oldest one. Work with few audio-related settings present in the left panel.You can apply fade effects between songs and save the time rate and pitch. Besides, it helps you to toggle the melody CH5 and CH4 on or off. Excellent sound quality does not require additional
sound banks. You can upgrade Karaoke 5 to professional or Home edition to get some more enhancements. Add a song to the playlist using the drag and drop option. It offers the real-time management of mixing, crossfading between tracks, and musical playlist.FeaturesCrossfading between tracksManage musical playlistExcellent sound qualityCreate
different playlistsProsView lyrics of songsAudio-related settingsToggle the melody CH4 and CH5ConsDownload: Karaoke 5 for Windows | Mac10. PyKaraokePyKaraoke is an exciting program having the aim to provide the best quality Karaoke shows using minimum efforts. It is an open-source and cross-platform Karaoke player. The program supports
many audio and video song formats like MIDI, KAR, MPEG, AVI, and CDG. However, you can play MPEG2 files within the PyKaraoke framework. Plus, this program can also handle most exotic codecs XviD.It is a free application for multiple operating systems like Windows, FreeBSD, OSX, GP2X, NetBSD, and Linux. You have the facility to convert
KAR and CDG files to MPG files, and it can also play standard CDG karaoke files. You can also play Karaoke having MIDI format. By working with external media players, you can also videos having other video formats. The program enables you to search songs from its database.In the start, Linux was the original OS from this program, but now it is
available for all other operating systems. The latest version of the PyKaraoke includes exciting features. The user can attach performer names with songs and can use the Kamikze button to add a random track to the playlist. It has support to get title/artist data from the track filenames. The user has the option to show the Karaoke window without any
frame.FeaturesCDG playbackMIDI playbackMPEG playbackCross-platformMini FrontedExport to MPEGProsTime progress indicatorNew configuration optionsDisplay Karaoke without a frameConsTightly integratedFew options work with the external programDownload: PyKaraoke for Windows | Mac | LinuxConclusionNow, everyone can sing a song
using Karaoke music. Using social media programs like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Tiktok, everyone can be famous by singing with his beautiful voice. Everyone can sing songs easily using original music on the background.Using these programs, the user can add special effects and export the music to multiple formats. He can add and remove
the songs from the track’s playlist. These programs include audio-related settings and provide the best Karaoke music for beginners. Purchase versions of these programs offer unlimited features to make high-quality sound and music. However, free versions have limited options to adjust the music.
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